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1. The Working Party, appointed by the latersesional Committee on 24 June 1955,
has examined the requests by the Governments of Belgium and Luxemburgfor waivers of
obligations under Article XI for specified agricultural and fisheries products. The
Working Party has reached the conclusion that it cannot at this time submit a report
to the CONTACTING PARTIES on the-Belgian request end has therefore decided to report
to the Intersessional Committee in accordance with paragraph l(b) of its termsof
reference. As for the request by the Goverment of the Working Party con-
sideres that this should be deferred and should be considered by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES alongwith the Belgian request at the Tenth Session. The following are the
considerations which have led the Working Party to these conclusion.

I. THE BELGQM REQUEST
2. The request by the Goverment of Belgium for a waiver from the obligation of
Article XI was submitted in document L/357 and Addendum 1. InAddendum2the
Belgian Goverment gave details of the fifty-six tariff item or part-item. to which
the request relates together with supporting considerations and a description of
the tariff and restrictive systems in force. The Working Party examinedthe request,
as required by its term of reference, within the terms of the Decision of 5 March 1955
"on problems raised for contracting parties in eliminating Import restrictions main-
tained during a period of balance-of-payments difficulties", and with reference to the
agreed statements whiah had been included in the report of the Review Working Party
which drafted that Decision with the intention that they should serve as guidance
to the CONTRACTING PARTIES when called upon to act under the Decision. In response
to requests by members of the Working Party the Belgian delegation furnished arally
additional information concerning agricultural and commercial policy the administre-
tion of import restrictions and the trading arrangements within the Benelux customs
union. Members of the Working Party were given copies of the Decision of 3 May 1955
by the committee of Ministers of Benelux on the harmonization of agricultural policies
together with copies of the Agricultural Protocols of 9 May 1947 and 21 October 1950.
During the discoussions, the Belgian representative withdrew four of the item which hac
been included in the request, vis., tariff item 13 b 1, 24 a 2, 24 b and 50 d 3.

3. The Belgian Governments request for a waiver relates to restrictions on imports
from ,countriesher then its part in the Benelux customs union. Generallyimportation
of agricultural The admitted free of quota restriction
as wel as free of duty but imports of many items are subject to pries fixed
in accordance with the Agriculture Protocolof 9 May 1947. (Fish arean important
exception fish imports from The Netherlands are not subject to prices but
there are quantitative restrictions on certain items.) The Belgian representative ex-
plained that the retriotions on foreign produce and the minimum price regulations
applied to imports fromThe Netherlandsaremaintained in order to protect Belgian
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agriculture and fisheries, which have a high cost structure, It is intended
that the import restrictions and price regulations will be maintained during
a period of transition in order to allow time for adjustments to be made
whereby Belgian produce will become competitive with that of The Netherlands.
The Decision of 3 May1955 of the Committee of Ministers of Benelux provides
for the harmonization of agricultural policies within seven years and a pro-
grame of the steps to be taken towards this goal is to be established annually.

4. The Working Party decided to make a general examination of the Belgian
request within the provisions of the Decision of 5 March, and then to examine
it in detail on a product-by-product basis,

5. The WorkingPartywas bythe Belgianrepreativethat all the
measures covered by the application have been continuousalyinforcesince
1 January 1955 - Whichis, one of the requirements laid down. in paragraph2(a)
of the Decision of 5 March. The Balgian Goveranemnt considativethatthe
sudden removal of restrictions which have been continuously or seasonally
applied would result in serious injury to domestic producers of like products
and that the mintenance of these restrictions is necessary for adjuitments
to be made. Some restrictions have been "in force" only in the sense that
the Government has the power to restrict imports at any time this may be con-
sidered necessary. On some products no import limitations have been applied
for two years or more, but the Government regards it as essential to the
achievement of the aims of its agricultural policy that it should bo able to
apply restrictions on such products at any time in order to prevent serious
injury. It was suggested that Belgium might consider whether this last typ
of situation could be met by recourse to Article II:2(e) or Article I.D
The Working Party has not been able to examine the situation of each product
in relation to the likelihood of injury in the absence of import restrictions,
and is of the opinion that it would be desirable to obtain further informatton
from Belgium regarding the extent of injury which would eventuate In each case
If the restrictions currently applied were removed and also regarding the
restrictions which have not been applied recently..

6. The representative of Belgium stated that it was necessary to put forward
this request for a waiver because of the Benelux customs union arrangements.
Belgium alone could achieve its purpose in most cases by increases in Importduties,butsince there is a tariff fot the BenefluxUnion additianational.
tariff protection could not be given to Belgian agriculture without at the
time increasing the duties on imports into The Netherlands. Tho Working Party
agree that it would not be in the interests of the contracting parties generally
to seethe import duties for the whole of the Benelux territory increased.
Membersofthe Working Party enquiredwhethersubsidies could be used as an
alternative measure.' To thisthe representative of Belgium repliedthat
assistance to agriculture by means of subsidies would not be appropriete the
productive in question, as it would be far too costly., He saidtheBelgian
Governemnt grantedsubsidies to agricultural products whoredomesticproducts
supplied only a small part of national requirements, for example cheese;
imports of hit r,
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7. The Working Party then considered whether there was; "a reasonable prospect" -
as required by paragraph 2 (c) of, the Decision - "of eliminating the restrictions
over a comparatively short period of time". For some products, it was felt
that the Belgian Government couldplan to removethe restrictions in the
future, but for. many others it was not ye clear in the opinion of some members
that Belgian agriculture could become' competitive with agriculture in The
Netherlands within a short period. The Belgian representative acknowledged
that his Government has not as yet formulated policies for harnmonizai the
agrisulture of the two countries nor had it prepared a programme for the
removal of the restrictions. In fact under the Decision do the Benelux
Ministers or 3 May 1955, the Belgian Government is accorded a "probationary
period" of one year in which to work out the details, of the now policy and to
adopt the appropriate legal measures. The Worldng Party considers that the
Belgian Government should furnish evidence that the elimination of the re-
strictions within a short period is in reasonable prospect, before the
CONTRACTING PARTIES coumbinginether the under the
5 March 1955.

8. The requirement that the appiclicant contracting party snall agree to under-
take to "carry out a policy for a progressive relaxation of each restriction
and for its elimnation" over a comparatively short period was considered in
the light of paragraph 89 of the Review Working Party's Report setting out an
agreed interpretation of paragraph A.3(c) of the Decision to the effect that
this does not necessarityoblige the contracting party to increasee automatically
each year the amount to be imported" etc. The representative of Belgium said
that his Goverment could accept this undertaking; the scope of importation
would be broadened whenever possible, though generally his Goverment would
prefer to proceed with the elimination of the restrictions by completelyy
liberating products when possible rather than by gradually increasing the
amounts that could be imported.

9. Members of the WorkingParty also enquired about the undertaking, to
which the Belgian Government would be obligated, to grant to other contracting
parties "a fair end reasonable share of the market" for the products concerned
and "to allow importsrepresenting a total share of the market as favourable
as that obtaining on the average during the preceding three years".Mombers
solicited information concerning the administration of the restrictions in the
past and the Government's intentions for the future, but did not feel certain
that Belgian policy was in all compatbible with this undertaking.

10. The Belgian representative said his Goveranment was confident that all of
the restrictions covered by his Government'srequest could be applied in a non-
discriminatory mnner.For many products, howover, this 'question would not

arise as there were closed and open seasons, i.e. periods of the year
which no imports from countries other than The Netherlands pormitted and
other periodswhenno restriotions are applied.Despite theseassurances,
some members of the Working Partywere conesrned about certain: aspects of
Belgin policy in roatioanto theprovisionsofArticle XXIS. They considered
that, whenever practicable, either aeither a global be fixed or quotas
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should be allocatedto oxporting countries in accordancewith the provisions of
Article XIII. For afewproducts included in the applicationimports from
countries other than The Netherlands are controlledin accordance with the
term of bilateral trade agreents. Although further information wouldbe
required before the Working Party could forma judgent on this system, some
members expressed doubtwhetherthe Belgian Government could guarantee that the
administration of these restrictions would be compatible with the provisions of
Article XIII. The Belgian representative statod that at present there is no
state trading in any of the products covered by his Governmant's reguest and
that thoroforces,the secondpart ofthe Decisionsisnotrelervant.As for the discraiminationof the Netherlands the
Belgim representative took the view that it was fully justifiedbythe
ternms ofArticle XXIV.This view received considerable support, -but same
members reserved their position on the point.

11. The condition that a contracting party to whom a wateris grantedshall
commicate regularly "the total amountof the product the importation of which
will be authorized by it during the following licensing period" wasexamined
in the light of 90 of the Report of the Review Working Party. In
that paragraph it is recognimed that it my not always be practicable to
announce in advance the quantity of Imports that will be admitted.

12. The Belgian representative assured the Working Party that his Government
would readily undertaketo sabmit annual reports on progress made in the
relaration of restrictions, etc., as required by paragraph B.4 of the Decision.

13. At the conclusion of the Working Party's study same members would have been
willing to proceed with a view to recommendingconcurrence by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES in accordance with the provisions of the Decision of March. A
majority of the members, however, felt that on the basis of the Information
before it the Working Party could not determine whether or not such concurrence
should be recommended. In particular, these members considered that the
Belgian Government had not provided sufficient evidence that there is a reasonable
prospect of the restricticas being elimianatedwithin a short period. Moreover,
there is the difficulty that the Government of Belgium has asked for a waiver for
saven years whereas the maximumperiod allowed by the Decision is five years

14. Members of the Working Party are consciousof the fact that this is the
first occasion on which an applications for a waiver has been examinedwithin
the terms of the so-called hard-core Decision adopted at the Review Session,
The Belgian Government had applied for a waiver under Article and therefore
without reference to the provisions of that Decision, but even if it had applied
for a concurrence under the Decision It would have bad to prepare its aplication
without detailed guidamcefrom the CONTRACTINGPARTITES as to' the kind of infor-
mation they would require. It appeared desirable on this occaion,which
will inevitably set a precedent the treatment of any applications,
most carefulattention should be devotedto the aplication of the general
principles embodied in the Decision and to the basic consideration that should
govern the judgment of the CON TRACTING PARTIES in taking actionunderthe
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Accordingly,the Working Party submits in Annex A a tabulation of the
matters which in its opinion should be investigated in connexion with
each application for a "hard-core".waiver. The Working Party suggests
that the lntersessional Committee should the BelgianGovernment
to submit information in the manner proposed should recommendto the
OONTRACTING PRRTIESthat this tabulation be adopted for use any other
contracting party which to make anapplicationforapproval
maintain restrictions concurrence of Artucle XI
the Decision of 5 March is southorwhere the terms of that Decision

be relevant,

15,: Members of the Working Party have expressed their, keen apprectiationof
the readiness of the Belgian representatives to answer all questions concerning
the restrictive measures involved in their Government's request and to furnish
information on all aspects of Belgian policy. Nevestheleless, members feel that
additional information is required before the CONTRACTING PARTIS can reach
a decision. on the application The points onsupplementaryinformation
isrequire are listed in Annex B., Moreover, it appeeared-to some
that some of the restrictions in force might be judged to fall within the
scope of Article XI or Article XX of the General Agreement, and the Belgian
representativeundertook to consider this possibility.

16. With the concurrence of tho representative of Belgium, the Working Party
proposes that the additional information, should be furnished not lator than

1

September anthat the request beconsidered by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
early in the Tenth session. In doeding upon this recommenion, the Working
Party is not unmindful ofthestatement bythe Belgian Government (document
L/357) that it wil wishto knowthefate of its request before signing the
Protocols amonding the General Agreement.In view of the pos-postponementofa
decision on the request the Belgiau Governemnt may ask for au extension of the
time limit for siguring those Protocols whon it expires on it November.

17, Finally, the Working Party wishes to record its view that while Belgium's
application for a waiver is under consideration by the CONFACTRACTION, no
complaint, under Articlel XXIII concerning any of the import restrictions covered
by the Bolglen request should be consilored underclauso (a) of paragraph 1
of that article.



II. THELUXEMBURG REQUREST

18. The request by the Government of Luxemburg for a waiver from the obligations
of Article XI was submitted in document L/358. In the addenda to that document
the Luxemburg Government gave an account of the situation of agriculture in
Luxemburg and details of the 23 tariff items or subs-items to which the request
relates. The Luxemburg Government considers that the need of Luxemburg's
agriculture for protection is of a structural character and cannot be regarded
as temporary or transitional and therefore its application is made under
Article XXV:5(a) and not under the Decision of 5 March. In this connection
attention was drawn to paragraph 76 in the Report of the Review Working Party
which drafted the Decision of 5 March, which states that the adoption of the
Decision would not preclude any contracting party from availing itself of the
provisions of Article XXV:5(a) and that this procedure "might be appropriate in
the case of Luxemburg whose representative submitted that the difficulties of
his country could hardly be met by action under the Decision". Although the
Luxemburg Government was not asking for a concurrence under the Decision of 5
March, members of the Working Party considered that it would be useful to examine
the request in the first instance in the light of the criteria laid down in that
Decision. The Luxemburg representative furnished orally additional information
concerning the protection for agriculture and the administration of the restric-
tions on imports,

19. The Belgium-Luxemburg Convention of 23 May 1935 established a common regime
for the regulation of imports and exports and provided, as an exception to the
general rules and for the purpose of protecting the agriculture of Luxemburg,
that Luxemburg would have the right to regulate unilaterally the imports of
certain produced across all frontiers including the common frontier with Belgium.
Within the more recent Benelux arrangments Luxemiburg is authorized to maintain
these restrictions but the range of products is slightly extended and it is to
this extended group of products that the present request for a waiver from the
provisions of Article XI relates. Thus Luxemburg wishes to obtain recognition
by the CONMATINGPARTIES of the special protection which its agriculture enjoys
within the Benelux customs union. The twenty three item may be imported,
whether from the partners in the customs union or from other countries, only
under licence, and these licenses are granted whenever supplies are required
to supplement domestic production. In nearly all these products, however,
Luxemburg is almost self-sufficient and in a few eases there is a small surplus
for export. Because of the dependence of 20 per cent of the population on
agriculture and the impossibility of competing with the agriculture of other
countries, it is Luxemburg's policy to reserve the home market for domestic
produce at remmunerative and this involves the payment of consumers
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subsidies. The Luxemburg representative stated that his Government is con-
vinced that, in view of the veryshallpopulation and size of the country, this
special protection does not matterallay affectthe commercial interests of other
contracting parties and that its recognition would not establish a. sigificant
precedent.

20. The representatives of Belgium and Luxemburg explained the relationship
between the requests submitted by their respective Governments. A restriction
on an item which appears in both requests will be maintained by Luxemburgafter
it has been eliminated by Belgium; while applied by Belgium it will be admiais-
tered by the Belgian authorities and thereafter it will be administered in a
non-discrminatory manner by Luxemburg., A restriction applied to an item which
is on the Belgian list only will control importation into the whole territory of
the Economic Union and when it is eliminated no restriction will remain on imports
into Luzemburg.. In the administration of restrictions on item in the Luxem-
bur list only there will be no discrimination between sources of supply.

21. The Workingparty considered that the arrangements for the protection of
Luxemburg's agriculture are so closely associated with the protective measures
which apply to the whole of the Belgo-Luxemburg Economic Union that the requests

byyhe two Governments should be examined and decisions takenbythe
at the same time. The Working felt considerable

sympathy. withthe Luxemburg request butconsiderablecommendation consideredrecommendation that the Belgian requestbe taken up theTenthSession,
a decision on the Luxemburg request should be taken at that time. The Luxemburg
representative agreed to this proposal. Therefore the Working Party has not
considered the terms and conditions on which a waiver might be granted to
Luxemburg. Members of the Working Party suggested that the Luxemburg Government
might be able to furnish additional information and documentation along the lines
proposed in the Annexes to this Report. The representative of Luxemburgsaid
that he doubted whether there was any further information that could be given, but
that his Government would. consider the possibility of supplementing the information
which had been submitted with the application; if further information could be
supplied It would'-be submitted to the Executive Secretary by 1 September so that
the application could be considered early at the Tenth Session,
22. The representutive of Luxemburg stated thattheBesided ofhiscovered
in relation to the siging of the Protocols amending the General Agrementwere the
same as that of the Government of Belgium and that, in view of the postponement
in considering its request, his Government might also ask for an extesion of
'the time-limit for signing the Protocols.

23. As in the ease, of the Belgian request, the Working Party wihes to recordits view that while Luxenburg's application for, a waivers Ia under consideration
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES no complaint under Article XXIII concerning at
of the import restrictions covered by the Luxemburg request should be considered
under clause (a) of paragraph 1 of. that Article,
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ANNEXA

QUESTIONNAIRE IN REACTION INCLUDED IN
ANAPPLICATION UNDER THE DECISION OF5-MARCH 1955

1. Product.

2. Tariff item number.

3. Provisaions of tariff:-

(i) Rate or duty;
(ii) Whether duty; hound under the General Agreement;

(iii) Any special factures relating to the administration of
the tariff item, such as seasonal rates,. tariff quotas, etc.

4. Nature of the quantitative import restriction, showingwith opriate
detail:

(i) Whether the restriction takes the form of a complete
prohibition, a seasonal prohibition, a quota system or
a licensing arraangment

(ii) If a seasonal prohibition, the -periods during which im-
ports are (a); admitted from all supplying countries
(b) admitted from some supplying countries only, and
(c) prohibited entirely or admitted only under speclal-
permission;

(iii) If quotas or import licenses are not available forall
supplying countries, the basis for establishing quotas
and granting licences;

(iv) The size and allocation or quotas;

(v) Method of determining and administering quotas or
licenses, including the rôle, any advisoryor other
comunites that may exist.

5. The reason why it is considered necessary to maintain the ro-
Stricton and the considerations that cause the restriotion to take its
particular form.

6. The date of position of the restriction.

7. Statistice of: import (by sources of supply), exports and national
producting during each or the last thres years.

8. The period required. for the compIlete removal of the restriction.

9. The likely effect-of the I'udden and complete removal of the
restriction.
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10. Methods of adjustment to enable such effect to be avoided and prospective
time-table for such adjustments.

11. Policy for progressive relaxation of the restriction.

12. Alternative measures compatible with the General Agreement and reasons
why resort to them is considered impracticable. (The reply to this question
should deal at least with the principal measures foromallyopen to the contracting
party).

13. Undertaking to grant other contracting patties a fair and reasonable share
of the market: amount of market to be assured to these other parties and method
of determining amount; method whereby administration of the restrictions will
be adjusted if necessary to comply with this undertaking.

4. Undertaking of non-discrimination: method whereby administration of the
estriction wil be adjusted if necessary to comply with thin undertaking.

ANNEXB

QUESTIONSRELATINGTO THE BELGIAN REQUEST

1. L/357 refers to a review of the restrictions which will: be maintained by
the Belgian Government. Are there any quantitative restrictions on imports of
any africultural or fishery other than those listed in L/357/Add,2? It
so, what are they and what are the Belgian Governent'sintentions in regard to
them? Does the Belgian Government propose to release immediately the items
which were withdrawn from L/357/Add.2 during the discussions in the Working Party?

2. What are the obligations Belgium has undertaken in Benelux as, regards impo-
sition of tariffs or quantitative restriction against third parties and the gran-
ting of preferences to The Netherlands? The ropiy should be accompanied by
relevant documents, including L'Accord Pré-Union of 15 October 1949 (Annex 4
Chapter 1) referred to In Article 7 of: the Protocol of 21 October 1950?

3. The Protocol of 21 October 1950 requires Belgium, so long as it retains
products on List A, to imposerestriction on imports of these products from
third countries. Is not this requirement qualified by Belgium's obligations
under the General Agreement?

4. Havingregard to station by the Belgian representative referred to in
paragraph 6of the Report above, what be the objections thepoint of view
of (a) Belgium and (b) TheNetherlandsto replacing Belglus quantitative restric-
:tionson imports fromthird countries by charges imports fromsuch countries
into Belgium not chargeableon similar imports into The ofNetherlands? Wouldthe
objetion be the same in the case of ListAtems and other items? Doesthe
Customs Union provideforthe imposition of such chargesinany circumstances?

5.What isthehistory ofthepolicy for establishingexchange of
agriculturalproducts withinBenelur in this policy has been

achievedto date?
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6. Will the Belgian Government describe the various means available to
it and/or to the Netherlands Government for attaining a, common level of
agricultural prices and give as much indication his possible ofmeans
which are likely to be adopted?

7. How is it expected that the: policy of harionization will afect the
relation of Benelux costs to those of other countries?

8. It is noted- from statements of the Belgian delegation thatBelgium in-
tends to-reduc6 the. restrictions by eliminating them product by product
rather than by a progressive relaxation of each restriction. Could the
Belgian Goverment give a more precise indication than hitherto of the
time by which it is hoped to remove the restrictions at any rate 'on. some
of the products?

9. It is noted that for a number of item, particularly fish and certain
horticultural items, imports from The Netherlands are not regulatedeither
by minimum whose or any other arrangments. In regard to certain of
these items the Belgian delegationhas already indicated that it might be
possible for restrictions to be abandoned comparatively soon Could the
Belgian Goverment give an indicatlon of when and on what conditions they
might hope to eliminate, or at any rate to start on substantial reduction
of, the restrictions? What are the obstacles which standin the Do
they include the need for consultation or co-ordination of action with
The Netherlands?.

10. Would the Belgian Goverment provide -further information concerning
the Benelux Agreement, of 3 May .1955, including information as to the extent
to which action has been taken under that Agreement by the :.Belglani
Government, the nature of the proposed Agricultural Fund, whetherthere
provision in the Agreement to deal with the situation should it not be
possible to hamonize agricultural policies completely within seven years
and whether there, is provision in the Agrementconcerning the
liberalization of imports of any particular products and, if so thepectureofsuch producrsprBodud^8nature of suchproducts.

11. In answering the questionnaire set out in AAnnexA.will

(a) la answering Question 4,provideseparate information for the
restrictions on imports from The Netherlands and from other

suppliers?
(b) in answering question 5, provide information to explain the

reasons for any difference betwenthe treatmentaccorded to im-
ports from TheNetherlands and importsfromother counterie

(c) in answering question 7, show the extent to whichthedemandin
the BIEU is normally normally metbyimports from theNetherlands and
othecountris;give production statistionforDLEUandothercountries;giveproductionstatistion;giveprodction

(d) in answering questing on8, in cases wheeadifference 'in costs
between theBLEU and The Netherlands reason
therestriction. provideofthecost


